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The Rapid Alert System for Non-Food Products (RAPEX)

- Weekly overview report of RAPEX notifications

week 26 - 2014

Notification A12/0755/14 published in report 21 of 30/05/2014 has been updated following additional information received from

the notifying Member State concerning the production period of vehicles affected by the recall. Notification A12/0903/14

published in report 24 of 20/06/2014 has been updated following information received from the notifying Member State

concerning the affected batch number.

Level Type No. 
Ref.

Notifying
country

Product Risk Measures
adopted

by
notifying
country

Products
were

found and
measures

were
taken

also in:

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 1 

A12/0799/14

The

Netherlands

Category: Gas

appliances and

components

Product: Portable
Gas Stove /

Cassette Cooker

Brand: Gelert

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model:

BUR011(BDZ-160)

Batch

number/Barcode:

Z961/32058

OECD Portal

Category:
72000000 - Home

Appliances

Description: It is a
metal, single

burner, portable

gas stove for use

with a non-refillable

gas cartridge. It’s

packed in a black

plastic carry case

with a colourful
paper sleeve.

Country of origin:

China

No pictures are

available

Burns,

Fire

The gas

cartridge
overheats

during use of

the appliance

with a pan. It
could

consequently

explode. In

addition, it can
easily be

inserted in a

wrong manner

allowing gas
to escape. The

product does

not comply

with the
requirements

of the Gas

Appliances

Directive and

the relevant
European

standard EN

521.

Voluntary

measures:

Ban on the
marketing of

the product

and any

accompanying
measures  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 2 

A12/0990/14

Sweden Category: Toys

Product: Rattle

Brand: Magtoys

Choking

The handle of

the rattle is too

long: children

Voluntary

measures:

Other  
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Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: 316068

Batch

number/Barcode:

739125606083

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Light

blue, wooden

maracas (rattle)

with a printed

dolphin.

Dimensions: length

22 cm; weight

approx 68 grams.

Country of origin:

China

may put it in

the mouth

where it may

get stuck and
obstruct the

airways.

The product

does not

comply with
the

requirements

of the Toy

Safety

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN
71-1.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 3 

A12/0991/14

Spain Category: Toys

Product: Toy

xylophone

Brand: Yi Zhi Toys

Name: Music Zone

Type/number of

model: Ref 0910 ,

Article No: 938865

Batch

number/Barcode:

8435399009105

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Toy

xylophone with

Choking

The small

screws of the

xylophone can

easily detach:

small children

may put them

in the mouth

and choke on

them.

The product

does not

comply with

the

requirements
of the Toy

Safety

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

Compulsory

measures:

Import

rejected at

border  
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coloured plastic
keys, supplied in a

blister packaging.

Country of origin:

China

71-1.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 4 

A12/0992/14

Belgium Category: Toys

Product: Fishing
game

Brand: LG

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: item no

LG4887,

lotnumber

105AO1275

Batch

number/Barcode:

5413247048875

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: The

fishing game

consists of a rod

and various sea

creatures in plastic.

Country of origin:

China

Choking

The product
poses a risk of

choking

because the

magnet on the

fishing rod can

easily detach

and be

swallowed by

small children.

The product

does not

comply with

the Toy Safety

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

71-1.

Voluntary

measures:

Recall of the

product from

end users  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 5 

A12/0993/14

Spain Category: Toys

Product: Toy

trumpet

Brand: Fantastiko

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: Ref. 42144

Batch

number/Barcode:

8413930421449

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Toy

trumpet in golden

plastic with a white

mouthpiece. A red

plastic band and a

short red cord are

both attached to the

product. It is

supplied in a
transparent plastic

bag with a

cardboard label.

Country of origin:

China

Choking

The

mouthpiece of

the trumpet as

well as small

fragments of

the red

decorative

band can

easily detach:

small children

may put them

in the mouth

and choke on

them.

The product

does not

comply with

the

requirements

of the Toy

Safety

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

71-1.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 6 

A12/0994/14

Germany Category: Chemical

products

Product: Tattoo ink

Brand: Eternal Ink

Name:

Decomposed Skin

Chemical

The product

poses a

chemical risk
because it

contains

barium (152

mg/kg),

Voluntary

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market  
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Type/number of

model: Lot: 236,

Best before date:

08/23/15, Date of

manufacture:

23/08/2012

Batch

number/Barcode:

Batch: # Z05

OECD Portal

Category:

53000000 - Beauty /

Personal Care /

Hygiene

Description: 30ml

plastic bottle with

self-adhesive label,

black screw-top

with a dispensing

nozzle and rotating

cap.

Country of origin:

United States

chromium (83

mg/kg),

arsenic (123

mg/kg) and

nickel

(measured

value: 15.4

mg/kg).

According to

the Council of

Europe

Resolution

ResAP (2008)

1, the level of

barium in

tattoo inks

cannot exceed

50 mg/kg, the

level of

chromium

cannot exceed

0.2 mg/kg, the

level of

arsenic 2

mg/kg. The

nickel levels in

tattoo inks and

permanent

make-up must

be as low as

technically

achievable as

nickel has a
high allergenic

potential. Also,

the product

does not

comply with

the relevant

national

legislation.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 7 

A12/0995/14

France Category:

Construction

products

Product: Smoke

detector

Brand: Vigilens

Name: Détecteur de
Fumée

Interconnectable

sans Fils

Type/number of

model: Model KD
101 LD

Batch

number/Barcode:

Batch No 09/2008

KDH090227/A/SB-
2606612/SB-

2603642 /

Fire

The acoustic

signal is not

loud enough

and persons

may not hear it

in case of a

fire.

The product

does not

comply with

the

requirements

of the relevant

European

standard EN

14604.

Voluntary

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market,

Recall of the

product from

end users,

Destruction of

the product  
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Bricocash central

code 92018668

OECD Portal

Category:
91000000 - Safety /

Security /

Surveillance

Description: Pack

of two smoke
detectors.

Country of origin:

Unknown

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 8 

A12/0996/14

Spain Category: Toys

Product: Fancy

dress costume

Brand: Centroxogo

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: Ref.

CB3008

Batch

number/Barcode:

7346560030082

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description:

Ladybird costume

including wings,

headband and

wand. It is supplied

in a plastic bag with

a sticker.

Country of origin:

China

Suffocation

Given the

opening of the

packaging, the

plastic is too

thin and it may

cover the

mouth and

nose of

children who

may suffocate.

The product

does not

comply with
the

requirements

of the Toy

Safety

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

71-1.

.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of
the product

from the

market  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 9 

A12/0997/14

Spain Category: Electrical

appliances and

equipment

Product: Insect

killer

Brand: CCJGE

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: CMD-25-H,

ref. 32785

Batch

number/Barcode:

6927371300017 -

8327852304509

OECD Portal

Category:

78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description:

Cylindrical insect

killer

Country of origin:

China

Electric shock

Live parts are

accessible

once

removable

parts are

detached.

There is no

effective

anchorage of

the supply

cable to

protect it from

pulling and

twisting

forces. The

wires of the
supply cable

are not fixed

securely

enough.

The product

does not

comply with

the

requirements

of the Low

Voltage

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

60335.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 10 

A12/0998/14

France Category:

Construction

products

Product: Smoke

detector

Brand: Fare

Name: Vesta

Type/number of

model: B05 C13

093

Batch

number/Barcode:

Unknown

OECD Portal

Category:

91000000 - Safety /

Security /

Surveillance

Description: Smoke

detector.

Country of origin:

China

Fire

The detector is

not sufficiently

sensitive with

respect to the

detection of

smoke. This

could prevent

users and

those around

them from

taking

measures

necessary to

avoid the risk

of fire.

The product

does not
comply with

the

requirements

of the relevant

European

standard EN

14604.

Voluntary

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market,

Recall of the

product from
end users,

Destruction of

the product  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 11 

A12/0999/14

Spain Category: Electrical

appliances and

equipment

Product: Electronic

cigarette kit with

charger

Brand: eGo

Name: Unknown-

Type/number of

model: CE4+

Batch

number/Barcode: --

OECD Portal

Category:

50000000 - Food /

Electric shock

The electrical

insulation of

the charger is

insufficient.

The product

does not

comply with

the Low

Voltage

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

61558.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market  
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Beverage / Tobacco

Description:

Electronic cigarette

kit including charger

and USB

connection cable.

The product is sold

in a soft pink plastic

case with a black

zip.

Country of origin:

China

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 12 

A12/1000/14

Germany Category: Chemical

products

Product: Tattoo ink

Brand: WEFA

Colors

Name: BROWN

2004 PYBR

Type/number of

model: BROWN

2004 PYBR

Batch

number/Barcode:

BR60408141, Best

before date:

05.2015;

BR3038098, Best

before date:

10.2014

OECD Portal

Category:

53000000 - Beauty /

Personal Care /

Hygiene

Description:

Transparent plastic

bottle with screw

cap and dispensing

nozzle, 60 ml or 30

ml, self-adhesive

label.

Country of origin:

Germany

Chemical

The product

poses a

chemical risk

because it

contains

arsenic, lead

and nickel

above the

permitted

levels

(measured

values:

arsenic: 8.8

mg/kg; lead:

6.7 mg/kg;

nickel: 67.8

mg/kg).
According to

the Council of

Europe

Resolution

ResAP (2008)

on

requirements

and criteria for

the safety of

tattoos and

permanent

make-up, the

levels of lead

and arsenic

should not

exceed 2

mg/kg,

whereas the

nickel levels in

tattoo inks

must be as

low as

technically

achievable as

nickel has a

Voluntary

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market  
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high allergenic

potential.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 13 

A12/1001/14

United

Kingdom

Category: Other

Product: Electronic

cigarette kit

Brand: Kanger Tech

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: VT

('320mAh' on end of

battery)

Batch

number/Barcode:

Unknown

OECD Portal

Category:

50000000 - Food /

Beverage / Tobacco

Description:

Electronic cigarette

kit comprising of a

lithium battery, a

cartomiser and a

USB battery

charger. Sold loose

without packaging

or instructions.

Country of origin:

China

Fire

There is no

cut-off of the

charging

function once

the lithium

battery has

charged. This

could cause

the device to

overheat and

explode or

catch fire.

Voluntary

measures:

Recall of the

product from

end users  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 14 

A12/1002/14

United

Kingdom

Category: Other

Product: Electronic

cigarette kit

Brand: Kanger Tech

Fire

There is no

cut-off of the

charging

Voluntary

measures:

Recall of the

product from

end users  
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Name: E-smart

Type/number of

model: Unknown

Batch

number/Barcode:

Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:

50000000 - Food /

Beverage / Tobacco

Description:

Electronic cigarette

part of a kit which

includes a lithium

battery, a dispenser

and a USB battery

charger. The

product is supplied

without packaging.

Country of origin:

China

function once

the lithium

battery has

charged. This

could cause

the device to

overheat and

explode or

catch fire.

One incident

reported.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 15 

A12/1003/14

Hungary Category: Lighting

equipment

Product:

Fluorescent desk

lamp

Brand: Unknown

Name: Professional

Table Lamp

Type/number of

model: Unknown

Batch

number/Barcode:

Unknown.

OECD Portal

Category:

78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description:

Fluorescent desk

lamp with a T4

fluorescent tube.

Technical

Electric shock

The product

poses a risk of

electric shock

as the

openings for

the cable are

not fitted with

wire insulating

sleeves and

wire clamps

are not used

for the internal

wiring, which

can come into

contact with

sharp metal

edges. The

live contacts of

the fluorescent

tube sockets

can be

touched when

the tube is

changed and

the insulation

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market,

Recall of the

product from

end users  
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parameters: 220 V -

240 V/50 Hz; 1x20

W G5. Label on

product: "DESK

LAMP". Packaging:

cardboard box.

Country of origin:

China

between the

live parts and

the accessible

parts of the

product is not

sufficient.

The product

does not

comply with

the

requirements

of the Low

Voltage

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

60598.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 16 

A12/1004/14

Hungary Category: Lighting

equipment

Product: Torch

Brand: Outao

Name: LED

Rechargeable

Flashlight

Type/number of

model: 9007-A

Batch

number/Barcode:

Unknown

OECD Portal

Category:

78000000 -
Electrical Supplies

Description:

Rechargeable torch

with 7 LEDs. The

body of the

rechargeable torch

is made of yellow

plastic, with a black

operating button

and a red charge

indicator lamp. The

black cover for the

LEDs can be

unscrewed. The

battery can be

charged by means

of the telescopic

Fire,

Electric shock

The pins of the

built-in plug do

not have an

insulating

collar; when

inserting the

plug the user

may touch the

live pins. The

black cover for

the LEDs can

be removed by

hand during

charging

leaving live

parts

accessible.
The cross

section area of

the core of the

wires is less

than required;

in case of

short circuit

the wires may

overheat and

can cause a

fire. The heat

and flame

resistance of

the insulating

material that

hold the pins

of the built-in

plug in

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market,

Recall of the

product from

end users  
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pins of the built-in

plug. Technical

parameters: 220 V

– 110 V.

Country of origin:

China

position is not

sufficient

which could

lead to fire.

The product

does not

comply with

the

requirements

of the Low

Voltage

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

60598.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 17 

A12/1005/14

Czech

Republic

Category: Toys

Product: Plastic

doll

Brand: Unknown

Name: Vogue Girl

Type/number of

model: NO.8061

Batch

number/Barcode:

#10090428, 40596,

120273,

EAN:

8592117405967

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Plastic

doll approx 25 cm

tall with long blond

hair pulled back in a

ponytail. The doll

may have different

type of dresses.

The packaging has

English inscriptions

“ COOL &

INTERESTING!,

Really Exciting“ and

"Ages 3+".

Country of origin:

Hong Kong

Chemical

The product

poses a

chemical risk

because it

contains 0.21

% by weight of

di-(2-

ethylhexyl)

phthalate

(DEHP).

According to

the REACH

Regulation the

phthalates

DEHP, DBP

and BBP are

prohibited in

all toys and

childcare

articles, while

phthalates

DINP, DIDP

and DNOP are

prohibited in

toys or

childcare

articles that

can be placed

in the mouth

by children.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product
from the

market  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 18 

A12/1006/14

Czech

Republic

Category: Toys

Product: Plastic

doll

Brand: Unknown

Name: My Fashion

Type/number of

model: -

Batch

number/Barcode:

EAN:

8595239601316

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Four

different plastic

dolls, individually

packaged (height

25 cm) with a large

head with different

coloured hair and

dresses.

Country of origin:

China

Chemical

The product

poses a

chemical risk

because it

contains 33.6

% by weight of

di-(2-

ethylhexyl)

phthalate

(DEHP).

According to

the REACH

Regulation the

phthalates

DEHP, DBP

and BBP are

prohibited in

all toys and

childcare

articles, while

phthalates

DINP, DIDP

and DNOP are

prohibited in

toys or

childcare

articles that

can be placed

in the mouth

by children.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 19 

A12/1007/14

Czech

Republic

Category: Toys

Product: Plastic

doll

Brand: WIKY

Name: Fashion girl

Flashing enter

Type/number of

model: T2068

Chemical

The product

poses a

chemical risk

because it

contains 19.2

% by weight of

bis (2-

ethylhexyl)

phthalate

(DEHP).

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market  
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Batch

number/Barcode:

114011 EAN:

8590331140114

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Blond

plastic doll about 30

cm tall with green

dress with a

brooch.

Country of origin:

China

 

According to

the REACH

Regulation,

phthalates

DEHP, DBP

and BBP are

prohibited in

all toys and

childcare

articles, while

phthalates

DINP, DIDP

and DNOP are

prohibited

when the toy

or the

childcare

article can be

placed in the

mouth by

children.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 20 

A12/1008/14

Lithuania Category: Electrical

appliances and

equipment

Product:

Rechargeable torch

Brand: BRIGHTER

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: KM-8636

Batch

number/Barcode:

5908313232369

OECD Portal

Category:

78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description:

Rechargeable

torch. Plastic

packaging with

cardboard covering.

Country of origin:

China

Electric shock

The product

poses a risk of

electric shock

because the

protection

against

access to live

parts is not

sufficient and

the insulation

materials are

not sufficiently

resistant to

heat.

The product

does not

comply with

the Low

Voltage

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

60598.

Compulsory

measures:

Ban on the

marketing of

the product

and any

accompanying

measures  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 21 

A12/1009/14

Hungary Category: Lighting

chains

Product: Lighting

chain

Brand: Ante

Name: 140 lámpa

Fényfűzér

Type/number of

model: YJSK

Batch

number/Barcode: 5

999048 655127

OECD Portal

Category:

78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description:

Lighting chain with

140 blue miniature

lamps. The product

can be operated

with a flashing

switch and control

unit. Packaging:

colourful cardboard

box.

Country of origin:

China

Electric shock,

Fire

The wire ends

soldered to

the terminals

of the control

unit and to the

lamps are not

adequately

protected

against pulling

and twisting.

The wires can

come into

contact with

the sharp

edges of the

control unit.

The product is

not protected

against

moisture

although

recommended

for outdoor

use. The wires

can overheat

as they are too

thin.

The product

does not

comply with

the

requirements

of the Low

Voltage

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

60598.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market,

Recall of the

product from

end users  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 22 

A12/1010/14

Lithuania Category: Toys

Product: Pull-along

toy

Brand: FunToys

Name: Animals

Type/number of

model: NGTC

129291

Batch

number/Barcode:

6991201292919

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Moving

worm with soother,

made of hard

plastic with two

large front wheels

and two smaller

body wheels. By

pulling a cord the

worm moves.

Country of origin:

China

Choking

The product

poses a risk of

choking

because

small parts

can easily

detach and

could be

swallowed by

small children.

The product

does not

comply with

the Toy Safety

Directive and

the relevant

European

standard EN

71-1.

Compulsory

measures:

Ban on the

marketing of

the product

and any

accompanying

measures  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 23 

A12/1011/14

Lithuania Category: Toys

Product: Plastic toy

Brand: Unknown

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: NGT

9058869

Batch

number/Barcode:

6991290588696

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Choking

The product

poses a risk of

choking

because

small parts

can easily

detach and

could be

swallowed by

small children.

The product
does not

comply with

the Toy Safety

Directive and

the relevant

European

Compulsory

measures:

Ban on the

marketing of

the product

and any

accompanying

measures  
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Description: Moving

butterfly on wheels.
Hard plastic toy with

push handle with

yellow wings and

rattles inside.

Colourful stickers

with plastic wrap.

Country of origin:

China

standard EN

71-1.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 24 

A12/1012/14

Lithuania Category: Toys

Product: Magnetic

toy

Brand: Plastwood

Name: Supermag

Type/number of

model: 0020

Batch

number/Barcode:

8027352000207

OECD Portal

Category:

86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description:

Magnetic

construction kit

packed in

cardboard box

covered with plastic

film.

Country of origin:

Italy

Injuries

The product

poses a risk of

injuries

(intestinal

blockage)

because the

magnets have

a high

magnetic flux

value and if

more than one

small magnet

is swallowed

they can be

attracted to

one another

through the

gut wall,

causing

perforation or

blockage. In

addition the

product poses

a risk of

choking.

The product

does not

comply with

the Toy Safety

Directive and

with the

relevant

European

standard

EN71-1.

Compulsory

measures:

Ban on the

marketing of

the product

and any

accompanying

measures  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 25 

A12/1013/14

Slovenia Category: Childcare

articles and

children's

equipment

Product: Babies'

bib

Brand: BC Baby

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model:

Art.180741/18354

Batch

number/Barcode:

3830021295409

OECD Portal

Category:

54000000 - Baby

Care

Description:

Babies' bib in white

colour with a yellow

border and a picture

of a boy with the

inscription

'Baseball'.

Country of origin:

Thailand

Chemical

The product

poses a

chemical risk

because it

contains 26%

by weight of di-

(2-ethylhexyl)

phthalate

(DEHP).

According to

the REACH

Regulation the

phthalates

DEHP, DBP

and BBP are

prohibited in

all toys and

childcare

articles, while

phthalates

DINP, DIDP

and DNOP are

prohibited in

toys or

childcare

articles that

can be placed

in the mouth

by children.

Voluntary

measures:

Recall of the

product from

end users  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 26 

A12/1014/14

United

Kingdom

Category: Motor

vehicles

Product:

Passenger car

Brand: Caterham

Name: Caterham 7

Type/number of

model: S3, SV &

CSR

Batch

number/Barcode:

SDK******* 70783

TO sdk*******71754

Produced between

01/5/13 and

Injuries

There is a

small

possiblity that

the throttle

pedal

securing bolt

may work

loose leading

to

intermediate

reduction in

engine revs

and inability to

operate the

throttle pedal.

Voluntary

measures:

Recall of the

product from

end users  
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30/4/14.

OECD Portal

Category:

77000000 -

Automotive

Description:

Lightweight sports

car.

Country of origin:

United Kingdom

No pictures are

available

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 27 

A12/1015/14

Iceland Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion

items

Product: Girls' coat

Brand:

Ilovegorgeous

Name: Fur Collar

Coat

Type/number of

model:

AW13MD06OAT

Batch

number/Barcode:

unknown

OECD Portal

Category:

67000000 -

Clothing

Description: An

oatmeal coloured,

wool velour coat

with a dusty pink,

faux fur collar. The

collar has cords.

Available in sizes 2-

3 years up to 12-13

years.

Country of origin:

United Kingdom

Strangulation

The product

poses a risk of

strangulation

due to the

presence of

functional

cords in the

neck area.

The product

does not

comply with

the relevant

European

standard EN

14682.

Voluntary

measures:

Withdrawal of

the product

from the

market  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 28 

A12/1016/14

Germany Category: Motor

vehicles

Product: Motorcycle

Brand: BMW

Name: R 1200 GS

Type/number of

model: Type: R12;

name: R 1200 GS;

model: K50; EC-

type approval

number:

e1*2002/24*0584*

Batch

number/Barcode:

The motorcycles

affected were

produced between

21 October 2011

and 22 August

2013.

OECD Portal

Category:

77000000 -

Automotive

Description:

Motorcycle

Country of origin:

Germany

No pictures are

available

Injuries

Due to

pulsating oil

pressure, the

sealing ring at

the

transmission

output may be

pushed out of

the

transmission

housing. As a

result, oil may

leak out onto

the rear tyre.

This could

lead to a risk

of crashing

causing

injuries.

Voluntary

measures:

Recall of the

product from

end users  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 29 

A12/1017/14

Finland Category: Childcare

articles and

children's

equipment

Product: Babies'

teething ring

Brand: Emma

Name: Viilentävä

purulelu

Type/number of
model: 252

Batch

number/Barcode:
8850217002524

OECD Portal

Choking

When a baby

is on his back

and chewing

the product,

leaking water

may get into

his respiratory

tract causing a

choking

hazard.

Compulsory

measures:

Import

rejected at

border  
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Category:
54000000 - Baby

Care

Description: A
plastic green/white

teething ring. The
product contains

water to cool the
baby's gums.

Country of origin:

Thailand

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 30 
A12/1018/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Fancy
dress wig

Brand: Funny Box

Name: Paróka

Type/number of
model: YIFUN018

Batch

number/Barcode:
5999554004754

OECD Portal

Category:
86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: A long
black wig with a

white mop of hair.
Packaging: plastic

bag

Country of origin:

China

Burns

The product
poses a risk of

burns due to
its high

flammability.

The product
does not

comply with
the Toy Safety

Directive and
with the

relevant
European

standard EN
71-2.

Compulsory
measures:

Withdrawal of
the product

from the
market,

Recall of the
product from

end users  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 31 
A12/1019/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Decorative

Burns

The product

Compulsory
measures:

Withdrawal of
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hair-band

Brand: AAA Nagyker

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: unknown

Batch

number/Barcode:
6904180900058

OECD Portal
Category:

86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description:

Decorative plastic
hair-band with

angel halo
decorated with thin,

silver fibres.
Packaging: plastic

bag

Country of origin:
China

poses a risk of

burns due to
its high

flammability.

The product

does not
comply with

the Toy Safety
Directive and

with the
relevant

European
standard EN

71-2.

the product

from the
market,

Recall of the
product from

end users  

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 32 

A12/1020/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Butterfly

headdress

Brand: Unknown

Name: Lepke
fejdísz ('butterfly

headdress')

Type/number of

model: PG-LEPF

Batch
number/Barcode:

5999555720721

OECD Portal
Category:

Burns

The product

poses a risk of
burns due to

the high
flammability of

the antennae
of the

headpiece. If
the child

wears the
headpiece

and it catches
fire, the child

may burn
mostly on the

face and the
upper parts of

Compulsory

measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the

market,
Recall of the

product from
end users  
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86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: A pink
headdress

decorated with
feathers, wings and

antennae. The
headdress is

similar to a butterfly.
Packaging:

transparent plastic
bag.

Country of origin:

China

the head.

The product

does not
comply with

the Toy Safety
Directive and

the relevant
European

standard EN
71-2.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 33 
A12/1021/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Costume

beard

Brand: Hua Hao

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: XXO22

Batch
number/Barcode:

2405000137042

OECD Portal
Category:

86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description:

Costume beard
made of black

plastic fibres. The
product can be fixed

on the head with
rubber. Packaging:

Plastic bag.

Country of origin:
China

Burns

The product

poses a risk of
burns due to

the high
flammability of

the material of
the beard. If

the child
wears the

beard and it
catches fire,

the child may
burn mostly on

the face.

The product
does not

comply with
the Toy Safety

Directive and
the relevant

European
standard EN

71-2.

Compulsory
measures:

Withdrawal of
the product

from the
market,

Recall of the
product from

end users  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 34 

A12/1022/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Fancy-

dress costume

Brand: WIDMANN

Name: Lion

Type/number of

model: 3605L

Batch
number/Barcode:

8003558360505

OECD Portal
Category:

86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description: The

lion costume
includes a brown

polyester jumpsuit
and a headpiece

(mane). Packaging:
transparent plastic

bag. Size: 104 cm
(2-3 years)

Country of origin:
China

Burns

The product

poses a risk of
burns due to

the high
flammability of

the lion's
mane.

The product

does not
comply with

the Toy Safety
Directive and

with the
relevant

European
standard EN

71-2.

Compulsory

measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the

market,
Recall of the

product from
end users  

 

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 35 

A12/1023/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Carnival

mask

Brand: PrintgoParty

Burns

The product

poses a risk of
burns due to

the high
flammability of

Compulsory

measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the

market,
Recall of the
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Name: Party
Termékek (party

products)

Type/number of
model: PG-CSTÁ

Batch

number/Barcode:
5999527945565

OECD Portal
Category:

86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description:

Venetian eye mask
made of plastic

polyester with
feathers, supplied

in a plastic bag
sealed with

cardboard.

Country of origin:
China

the feathers. If
children wear

the mask and
it catches fire,

they may
suffer burns

mostly on the
face.

This product

does not
comply with

the
requirements

of the Toy
Safety

Directive and
the relevant

European
standard EN

71-2.

product from
end users  

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 36 

A12/1024/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Mask

Brand: Ante

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: Unknown

Batch

number/Barcode:
5999048637079

OECD Portal

Category:
86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Mask
with colourful

Burns

The product

poses a risk of
burns due to

the high
flammability of

the mask. If
exposed to a

flame, the
mask would

burn too fast.

This product
does not

comply with
the Toy Safety

Directive and
the relevant

European
standard EN

Compulsory

measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the

market,
Recall of the

product from
end users  
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feathers, sequins,

beads and lace in a
transparent plastic

bag.

Country of origin:

China

71-2.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 37 

A12/1025/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Fancy-
dress headdress

Brand: Unknown

Name: Party Favors

Type/number of

model: 182/1F

Batch
number/Barcode:

5999527944100

OECD Portal

Category:
86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Fancy-
dress indian

headdress
consisting of a

colourful paper strip
on which six

colourful feathers
are fixed. The

product is supplied
in a plastic bag

sealed with
cardboard.

Country of origin:

China

Burns

The product
poses a risk of

burns due to
the high

flammability of
the feathers

and of the
paper strip. If

children wear
the headdress

and it catches
fire, they may

suffer burns
mostly on the

face and the
upper parts of

the head.

The product
does not

comply with
the

requirements
of the Toy

Safety
Directive and

the relevant
European

standard EN
71-2.

Compulsory

measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the

market,
Recall of the

product from
end users  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 38 
A12/1026/14

Hungary Category: Clothing,
textiles and fashion

items

Product: Children's
jacket

Brand: QiFeng

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: 5027B

Batch

number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal

Category:
67000000 -

Clothing

Description: Green,
white and orange

jacket for children,
with hood. The

sizes are: 122-128.

Country of origin:

Unknown

Strangulation,
Injuries

The product

poses a risk of
strangulation

due to the
presence of

drawstrings in
the hood, with

knots and
toggles on the

ends. The
cord is elastic:

if a child pulls
it, the toggles

may spring
back into the

eyes and face
causing

injuries.

The product
does not

comply with
the relevant

European
standard EN

14682.

Compulsory
measures:

Withdrawal of
the product

from the
market,

Recall of the
product from

end users  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 39 
A12/1027/14

Hungary Category: Toys

Product: Carnival
mask

Brand: Unknown

Name: "Tollas

Burns

The product
poses a risk of

burns due to
its high

flammability. If
exposed to a

Compulsory
measures:

Withdrawal of
the product

from the
market,

Recall of the
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szemmaszk"
(feathered eye

mask)

Type/number of

model: JAP 2658

Batch
number/Barcode:

5999554000985

OECD Portal
Category:

86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description: Glittery

purple eye mask
decorated with

feathers in plastic
packaging.

Country of origin:
China

flame, the
mask would

burn too fast.

The product

does not
comply with

the Toy Safety
Directive and

the relevant
European

standard EN
71-2.

product from
end users  

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 40 

A12/1028/14

France Category: Electrical

appliances and
equipment

Product: UV lamp

for nails

Brand: Luck Star

Name: UV lamp

"Shengtuo Kangtuo"

Type/number of
model: ST-818 and

KT-818

Batch
number/Barcode:

0082007502305

OECD Portal

Category:
78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description: 36

Electric shock,

Fire

The main
insulation of

the internal
conductors is

accessible
through the

openings. The
creepage

distance and
air distance

between the
power rails of

the circuit
board are too
small.

The product

does not
comply with

the
requirements

of the Low

Voluntary

measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the

market,
Recall of the

product from
end users  
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Watt Gel Curing UV
lamp used for

hardening gels
when applying

artificial gel nails.
Equipped with four

9 Watt UV lights.
Information on the

brand is given on
one side of the

appliance (near the
fuse and power

cord). No data plate.

Country of origin:
China

Voltage
Directive and

the relevant
European

standard EN
60335.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 41 

A12/1029/14

United

Kingdom

Category: Toys

Product: Magnets

Brand: Tobar

Name: Powerbuzz

Magnets

Type/number of

model: Model
Number: 12463

Batch

number/Barcode:
C12 - J13

OECD Portal

Category:
86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description:
Powerful, oval, iron

oxide magnets
(magnetic flux

density of between
1500 to 1600

Gauss) in a plastic
blister pack backed

with card.

Country of origin:

China

Injuries

The product

poses a risk of
injuries

(intestinal
blockage)

because the
small

magnets have
a high

magnetic flux
value and if

more than one
magnet is

swallowed
they can be

attracted to
one another

through the
gut wall,

causing
perforation or

blockage.

The product
does not

comply with
the Toy Safety

Directive and
with the

relevant
European

standard
EN71-1.

Voluntary

measures:
Recall of the

product from
end users  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 42 

A12/1031/14

Lithuania Category: Toys

Product: Plastic

gun with arrows

Brand: Unknown

Name: Soft bullet

gun

Type/number of
model: NGTC

035979 / NO.0619

Batch
number/Barcode:

6991200359798

OECD Portal
Category:

86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description: Hard
plastic set

consisting of a
green toy gun in the

shape of a car and
a spring ejector,

three black arrows
with pink,

translucent,
polymer suction

cups at the end and
a shooting target on

the cardboard
packaging.

Country of origin:

China

Injuries,

Choking

The product
poses a risk of

injuries
because the

suction cups
can be easily

detached,
thus, if the

projectile is
fired without

the suction
cup it could hit

someone in
the face and

eyes. The
detached

suction cups
also pose a

risk of
choking.

The product
does not

comply with
the Toy Safety

Directive and
with the

relevant
European

standard EN
71.

Compulsory

measures:
Ban on the

marketing of
the product

and any
accompanying

measures  
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Other
risk

level

Consumer
products 43 

A11/0056/14

France Category: Toys

Product: Plastic
doll

Brand: Famosa

Name: Babyland

Type/number of

model: Article
700008232 ,

SA3256

Batch

number/Barcode:
8410779282323

OECD Portal

Category:
86000000 - Toys /

Games

Description: Soft
padded baby doll

with plastic head
and limbs. The doll

produces sounds
and is supplied

attached to a
cardboard sheet.

Country of origin:

China

Choking

Fibrous,
stuffing

material is
easily

accessible
and a child

could put the
filling in

his/her mouth,
which would

cause an
obstruction to

the airways.

The product
does not

comply with
the

requirements
of the Toy

Safety
Directive and

the relevant
European

standard EN
71-1.

Voluntary

measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the
market  

 

Other

risk
level

Consumer

products 44 
A11/0057/14

Hungary Category: Lighting
chains

Product: Lighting

chain

Brand: QX

Fire

The product
does not have

a warning that
lamps must

be replaced

Compulsory
measures:

Withdrawal of
the product

from the
market  
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Name: Window
Christmas Lights

Type/number of
model: 432755

Batch

number/Barcode: 5
996033 329612

OECD Portal

Category:
78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description:
Lighting chain with

50 replaceable
miniature lamps in

plastic lamp
holders, fixed to a

plastic frame in the
form of two five-

pointed stars.
Packaging:

transparent plastic
bag with paper

label.

Country of origin:

China

with the same
type to avoid

overheating.

The product

does not
comply with

the
requirements

of the Low
Voltage

Directive and
the relevant

European
standard EN

60598.

Other
risk

level

Consumer
products 45 

A11/0058/14

Hungary Category: Electrical

appliances and
equipment

Product: Nail dryer

Brand: Unknown

Name: Professional
Nail Dryer

Type/number of

model: 4076B

Electric shock,

Cuts

The
accessible

metal parts of
the lamp head

are separated
with only basic

insulation
from the live

parts. If the
wire ends

should

Compulsory

measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the

market,
Recall of the

product from
end users  
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Batch
number/Barcode:

Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:

78000000 -
Electrical Supplies

Description: Mains

operated, nail dryer
with a fluorescent

UV lamp.
Packaging:

cardboard box.

Country of origin:

China

become free
and an

internal short
circuit occurs,

the fluorescent
lamp may

explode
causing cuts

to users.

The product
does not

comply with
the Low

Voltage
Directive and

the relevant
European

standards EN
60335 and EN

61199.

Other
risk

level

Consumer
products 46 

A11/0059/14

United

Kingdom

Category: Electrical

appliances and
equipment

Product: Wireless

connector and
wireless booster

Brand: Sky

Name: AirTies
SC201 Sky

Wireless Connector
and AirTies SB601

Sky Wireless
Booster

Type/number of

model: Wireless
connector: SC201.

Wireless booster:
SB601. AC/DC

adaptor: S06A27-
050A100-PB.

Batch

number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal

Category:
78000000 -

Electric shock

The power

adaptor
connected to

the wireless
connector and

booster may
have two

screws
missing which

could cause
the two halves

of the adaptor
to separate

and expose
the internal

wiring.

The product

does not
comply with

the
requirements

of the Low
Voltage

Directive and
the relevant

national
standard.

Voluntary

measures:
Recall of the

product from
end users  
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Electrical Supplies

Description: The

wireless connector
permits a wireless
connection between

the broadband
router and the Sky

set top box. The
wireless booster

extends the Wi-Fi
signal to other

areas of the home.
Supplied with a

power adaptor (a
mains power

supply unit).

Country of origin:
China

Serious
risk

Professional
products 47 

A12/1030/14

Denmark Category:

Machinery

Product: Compact
tractor

Brand: Ventrac

Name: Ventrac
3200

Type/number of

model: 3200 diesel

Batch
number/Barcode:

Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:

82000000 - Tools /
Equipment - Power

Description:
Compact tractor

which can be used
with several types of

Injuries

Due to the

minimal gap
between the

front and back
part of the

machine,
there is a risk

that persons
(operator and

passengers)
get their limbs

crushed when
the machine is

turning.

There is a risk
of amputation

of fingers at
the belt drive,
which is not

protected by
means of

guards or
other

Voluntary

measures:
Recall of the

product from
end users  
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interchangeable

equipment such as
rotary lawn mowers,

dozer blades and
buckets for use as

an earth mowing
machine.

Country of origin:

United States

protective

devices.

If the machine
is used on

steep slopes
or uneven

terrain, the
machine can

roll or tip over.
If the machine

rolls or tips
over, there is a

serious risk
that the

operator is
getting

crushed by the
machine.

The product

does not
comply with

the
requirements

of the
Machinery

Directive
2006/42/EC.


